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Top-down Approach
• For the period 2002-2017, apply productivity improvements of: An exception: "The telephone industry had huge numbers of employees doing a number of wellsubdivided, highly routinized tasks." (Landauer 1995) • "The complexity of health care makes it unlikely that we will achieve large productivity gains more quickly than other industries have." (Walker 2005) • National policymakers are weighing the potential costs and benefits of making substantial financial commitments to broad implementation of HIT.
• The prospect of realizing dramatic reductions in national health spending could be persuasive and perhaps decisive.
• Have instances of favorable effects been sustained?
Are these effects generalizable?
Could these effects be scaled up?
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Could Savings Ever Hit the Bottom Line?
• Health care system is not one in which demand is being satisfied
• Whether in its current form or transformed, U.S. health care system will find ways to reallocate any savings
• As RAND notes:
"It is possible that the efficiencies will be used to improve health care quality rather than to reduce costs."
• It is unrealistic to hold out effective, widespread adoption of HIT as a net cost saver for NHE The Lewin Group
• Indeed, the extraordinary IT-enabled productivity improvements experienced in telecom, securities, and other sectors did not result in less spending in those industries, but … They do exemplify creation of previously unimaginable forms of benefit for burgeoning markets
• What might that suggest for the health care sector?
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Could Savings Ever Hit the Bottom Line?
• As RAND study notes:
• It is unrealistic to hold out effective, widespread adoption of HIT as a net cost saver for NHE
